360° multimedia display
eye - catching

timeless design

individual branding

increased audience attention

any digital image or video format

Phoenics RD7 – 360° Video Display
Phoenics 360° displays are multifunctional

any flat screen. Our timeless design combines

and advertise. At every audio-visual product

media items. Individual branding will customize

multimedia columns to inform, entertain

presentation the eye-catching »Phoenics RD7«
will absorb significantly more viewers than

monolithic simplicity with sophisticated multi»Phoenics RD7« according to your distinct
Corporate Design.

Phoenics RD7
360° Video Display
»Phoenics RD7« 360° displays feature high quality materials,

Technical data

superb video quality and full surround sound. Our reflection
reducing coating both minimalises mirror images and effects

Resolution

2000 * 500 pixels

deep black levels. You can display the seamless 360° videos

Pixel Size

1 mm2

Brightness

4.200 ANSI Lumens

Colour Depth

16.7 million colours

Contrast

1.300 : 1

Gain center stage for your message transforming it into a

Screen Size

220 * 53 cm

breathtaking »Phoenics RD7« 360° presentation :

Height

220 cm

Diameter

70 cm

Weight

90 kg

Voltage

230 V

Power Consumption

600 W

Video Input

DVI & HDMI

Audio system

6 channel

Flightcase A

80 * 80 * 140 cm

Flightcase B

80 * 80 * 100 cm

specifically designed by Phoenics Creative Studio or use any
digital image or video format 2 * 180° or 3 * 120°.

seamless 360° videos and panoramas
commercials and video clips
text and image based information
realtime 360° broadcast

The captivating novel approach of a 360° presentation features
considerable advantages :
all around view
absorbed audience
state-of-the-art multimedia technology
timeless design

70 cm

stunning video quality
impressive motion acuity
full surround sound
noiseless operation mode
individual labelling
easy transportation

53 cm

220 cm

Specifications are subject to change without notice.
Rental prices upon request
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